UNITRENDS SECURITY MANAGER
DATA SHEET
Advanced Security Against Internal Threats and
Unauthorized Intrusions
You are already protecting critical data and servers with Unitrends
so you know you are ahead of your peers. However, are you sure
you are backing up all your servers? Do you know who has access
to the servers, admin privileges, the right to install new software?
Unitrends Security Manager (USM) secures your servers,
workstations and network by performing internal threat monitoring
continuously looking for malicious behavior. USM is a cyber
security guard that catches and alerts you to internal threats and
unauthorized intrusions that got past your firewall.
More than 70% of all cyber security incidents today are the result
of internal security issues that no firewall or anti-virus could have
prevented. Once attackers get past your defenses, they can spend
months (or years!) undetected on the inside stealing data. USM
also provides a “double check” to ensure anti-virus and patching
are working and to discover network misconfigurations.
USM combines machine learning and intelligent tagging to identify
anomalous activity, suspicious changes and threats caused by
misconfigurations. But, you don’t have to have extensive expertise
or a large budget for this type of security.
Get alerts such as:
•An unauthorized login just occurred on the credit card server
•An unauthorized app was just installed on the finance server
•A new profile was just added to the CEO’s laptop
•John just logged into the customer server at midnight
•Jim was just given administrative rights to the finance system
•Backup Alert – Your customer DB is not being backed up
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“

What we like most about
Unitrends Security
Manager is that it allows
us to quickly see things
we can make even more
secure with ease!
Steve Quinn
CEO
BIT

”
“

70% of all threats to a
network come from inside
that network.
Forrester Research
https://blog.trendmicro.com/mostdata-security-threats-are-internalforrester-says/

”

Unitrends Security Manager Data Sheet

USM automatically scans your network searching for internal threats that
occur behind the firewall. When it detects a potential security breach, USM
generates an alert and delivers details on the specific threats, accompanied
by a set of easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions on how to resolve the
problems. These recommendations help speed the remediation process.
Benefits include:
•Automated Scans with Minimal Configuration - Get started immediately
with minimum configuration. And, with the Unitrends Security Manager,
ongoing adjustments are automatic.
• Smart Tags - USM gets smarter as you tag more items and it learns your
environment over time. USM makes information connections to discover
issues that robotic systems like Remote Monitor & Management (RMM)
systems can’t.
• Scanning Engine - It’s always “on patrol” scanning the network at pre-set
scheduled times.
• Daily Alerts - Increase awareness and catch security affecting events that
traditional approaches miss, including user behavior and misconfigurations.
• Weekly Notices - Weekly email that lists all changes. Compact format
allows easy viewing of many changes in a single email that can be shared
with all stakeholders.
• Sort alerts by SEVERITY and then act - See the higher severity items first.
• Direct PSA Integration - Use the “Action Links” included with USM to turn
individual (or grouped) alerts into service tickets inside of Kaseya, Autotask,
ConnectWise, or Tigerpaw One.
Your organization should not be without this level of security. Contact your
Unitrends Account Manager to find out how affordable advanced security
monitoring and reporting can be.
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